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Abstract— GPS is the most enhanced satellite Technology in 

the world which gives location of a person who has GPS 

receiver. But there accuracy is not uniform which varying 

over day time and place. Buildings could reflect or block 

signal, atmosphere delay, satellite clock and orbit errors 

introduce bias. There sources of error affecting GPS 

positioning.  Nowadays various android smartphones have 

built-in GPS receiver. But various cheap and low cost android 

phone has low cost GPS receiver which degrade the quality 

of GPS data. Various algorithm can be used to filter the GPS 

location. In this research we use Kalman Filter to reduce the 

error of GPS location in latitude and longitude. After 

applying the Kalman Filter algorithm the results show the 

reduction in the noise and improved location accuracy. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to fast advances within smartphones, efficiency becomes 

a basic issue. Various smart phones applications successfully 

implement GPS technology for localization [1]. GPS 

provides personal navigation and location base services [5]. 

GPS was originally launched by United States for military 

purpose and then allowed for civilian use. Short radio signals 

are continuously emitted by satellite to GPS receivers. The 

GPS receiver needs to link with three satellites then it can 

successfully calculate its 2 dimension (latitude, longitude) 

position. If GPS receiver link with four satellites then it 

calculates 3 dimension (latitude, longitude and elevation) 

position.  From the satellites location data average speed and 

direction of travelling could be calculated [6]. Large number 

of people use smart phones, tablets and other mobile devices 

these days [2]. However, today's various cheap smart phones 

incorporate low cost GPS receivers [3]. Therefore, variations 

could also be greater than high cost GPS receivers.  As 

smartphones equip with one of a kind chip sets, accuracy 

stages rely on the respective devices. Various research has 

been carried out on measurement accuracy to analyze 

variations between localization technologies [3], between 

smartphone units [4], between systems and a notable GPS 

receivers. 

 There are a range of strategies that are used to filter 

the GPS data however in this research we used Kalman filter 

because it providescorrect results the usage of GPS Kalman 

filter is effective mathematical tool which work that data in 

input of filter which is noisy however data output which is  

less noisy. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Various research efforts have focused on the subject of 

accurately measuring locating using the integrated GPS with 

smart phone. GPS position errors was analysed by 

Kos mainly depends on two distinctive smart phone units 

with one fix location, It concludes that  position accuracy 

should consider   number of factors such as aspect of error 

associated with space weather [7]. P. Nitscheworked to 

enhance the smartphone GPS position and speed estimated 

data. Kalman Filter is applied on raw data of GPS to decrease 

the position error. Result shows that Kalman Filter removed 

outliers but when the filter GPSs data draw in map it shows 

residual inaccuracy [8]. Wang Chaobin suggested method 

which aim to enhance GPS position accuracy [9]. It applied 

Kalman Filter to smoothen the trajectory with road matching 

method provided that deliver the precision at the road level. 

Baidu, Map database used to interpolation of traffic 

information. It examined their method at horizontal road and 

intersecting streets and compared the variation of GPS. It 

concluded that Kalman Filter has lower variance in this way 

it right technique for select [9]. All these approaches have 

shown efficiency of Kalman Filter, though there needs 

measuring its efficiency in environment often characterized 

by longer GPS signal loss. In our approach we will focus on 

improving GPS localization in such area. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In this paper Kalman filter applied to a smart phone GPS 

receiver data get through an android application in order to 

reduce GPS error in rural settings. To measure the distance 

along the path, location changes needs to be continually 

monitored.  OSM Tracker application was used to record the 

track and was saved in a file. Data was collected through the 

bike riding from a several points such as Latifabad, Highway 

road, and Mehran University, Jamshoro. Figure 1, shows the 

satellite image of one of location collection point. GPS data. 

 Figure 1: Location for GPS Data Collection file is in 

XML format and their extensions is .gpx. So the python is 

used to extract the GPS data coordinates from the record track 

file. Google earth used to show the google earth image of the 

recorded track. 
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Fig. 1: 

 Kalman Filter Algorithm use for minimize error of 

latitude and longitude position. Kalman filter model requires 

twoparameter to match the data. 

 
 Any xk is a linear combination of its previous value. 

K on the subscript are states. zk in equation shows that 

measurement value with the measurement noise 

 The first step is to pick out our state variables we 

have decrease error of two dimension position and two 

dimension velocity. If we created our Kalman filter the usage 

of only those two variables the overall performance would not 

be very precise due to the fact we would be ignoring the data 

velocity can provide to us. We will want to include velocity 

into our equations as well. I will represent this as 

 
 Wherein x and y represent the location and x dot and 

y dot represent the velocity. Transition matrix A which used 

for the preceding state x here for our model is 

 

 
` Δt indicates  time between two successive position 

data. There are two measurements, which we will write in a 

measurement vector: 

 
We only find position so H which is observation matrix in our 

model is: 

 
Ultimately our measurement matrix is 

 

A. Tuning of the Kalman Filter 

Values of process noise and measurement noise depend on 

the sensor and environment condition. Although these two 

variable don’t follow pattern using probability theory 

something about the average properties can be find out. 

 V (measurement noise) for example is assumed to 

be drawn with zero mean and covariance R. 

V~N(0,R) 

 This mean if we measured the position of the bike. 

Let say a hundred times at sae location. The noise in this 

reading would take on values with most of them located near 

the zero mean and fewer located further away from it. 

 Since we have a single output the covariance R is 

scalar and is equal to the variance of the measurement noise. 

 Similarly the process noise is also random and 

assumes a Gaussian distribution covariance Q. 

Q~N(0,Q) 

 Measurement noise mostly find out from the 

manufacture. Here we get process noise and Measurement 

noise one time standard deviation. 

IV. RESULT 

Simulations and actual experiment done to evaluate the 

Kalman filter performance. There is several tools available to 

solve the kalman filter but here we used open source python 

pykalman library to simulate the results. 

 The distance measurements for the raw data and 

Kalman filter shows below. 

 
Fig. 1: Improved Location Estimation for Latitude 

 
Fig. 2: Improved Location Estimation for Longitude 

Latitude Data Before Filter 0.001621 

Latitude Data After Filter 0.00160107182 

Longitude Data Before Filter 0.009466 

Longitude Data After Filter 0.00945562986 

Table 1:  Filter Data for Latitude & Longitude 

V. CONCLUSION 

Low cost GPS sensors and zones with lower reception of GPS 

signals lead to have GPS coordinates with high variance 

(error full GPS signals) In this research we have applied 

Kalman filter to smoothen or refine the GPS data. Six 

different data sets were acquired using mobile phone GPS 

sensor and Kalman filter was applied to the acquired data and 
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it is observed with the help of graphs that Kalman filter 

smoothen the coordinate values.Overall variance was reduced 

in all datasets after applying the Kalman filter. 
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